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ACCIDENT AND EMERGENCY

ANATOMY

TEXTBOOK OF ADULT EMERGENCY MEDICINE

MCMINN AND ABRAHAMS’ CLINICAL ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY

Peter Cameron, George Jelinek, Anne-Maree Kelly,
Anthony Brown, Mark Little

Peter H. Abrahams, Jonathan D. Spratt, Marios Loukas,
Albert N. Van Schoor

09-May-14

22-Mar-13

4th edition

7th edition

2015 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Surgery category!

ISBN 9780702053351
PRICE £ 74.99 € 87.99

$ 112

Now fully revised and updated, this text provides clear and
consistent coverage of this rapidly evolving specialty. Building
on the success of previous editions, it covers all the major topics
that present to the trainee doctor in the emergency department.

TEXTBOOK OF PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE

This edition delivers the straightforward visual guidance your
students need to confidently perform all of the dissections
required during their medical training, as well as the practical
anatomical knowledge needed in their future clinical practice.
ISBN 9780723436973
PRICE £ 52.99 € 63.99

$ 82.95

CRASH COURSE: ANATOMY UPDATED

Peter Cameron, George Jelinek, Ian Everitt, Gary Browne,
Jeremy Raftos

Louise Stenhouse

4th edition

2nd edition

12-Jan-15

14-Sep-11

ISBN 9780702033681
PRICE £ 59.99 € 70.99

$ 100

The latest edition of the acclaimed, comprehensive textbook in
paediatric emergency medicine gives clear and concise coverage
of all the major topics that present in this field. A standard text
for trainees and residents but also an invaluable, up-to-date
resource for all those involved in the provision of emergency
care to children.

Student Consult

ISBN 9780723438540
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

This bestselling volume clearly illuminates the relationship
between anatomy and clinical medicine. Updates to this edition
include new sections on radiology, which highlight the increased
importance of CT and MRI scanning in modern medicine. It also
includes a fully revised self-assessment section that matches the
latest exam formats.

$ 44.99

Student Consult

MCMINN’S COLOUR ATLAS OF HEAD AND NECK ANATOMY
Bari Logan, Patricia Reynolds, Scott Rice, Ralph Hutchings

5th edition
11-Oct-16

ISBN 9780702070174
PRICE £ 51.99 € 63.99

2

Incorporating outstanding dissections, osteology, radiographic
and surface anatomy images, this textbook is the ideal reference
for study or exam review. Every dissection is accompanied by
notes and commentaries, with more complex ones also featuring
orientational artworks. The Appendices also include reference
lists and dental anaesthesia information.

$ 82.99

NEW EDITION
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GRAY’S ANATOMY REVIEW
Marios Loukas, R. Shane Tubbs, Peter Abrahams,
Stephen Carmichael

GRAY’S ANATOMY FOR STUDENTS

2nd edition

Richard Drake, A. Wayne Vogl, Adam Mitchell

3rd edition

17-Jun-15

2015 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Basic and Clinical Sciences category!

This text continues to be an easy-to-use resource that helps your
students relate anatomy to clinical practice and pass their exams.
Designed as a companion to Gray’s Anatomy for Students, this
medical textbook is an indispensable resource for in-course
examinations.

03-Apr-14

ISBN 9780702051319
PRICE £ 49.99 € 58.99

$ 93.99

This completely revised edition of the acclaimed medical textbook
maintains its focus on the core information your students need
for anatomy courses, presenting all information in an easy-toread, visually appealing format that facilitates study.
Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9780323277884
PRICE £ 28.99 € 34.99

$ 44.99

GRAY’S BASIC ANATOMY
Richard Drake, A. Wayne Vogl, Adam Mitchell

GRAY’S ATLAS OF ANATOMY

1st edition
23-May-12

Richard Drake, A. Wayne Vogl, Adam Mitchell, Richard Tibbitts,
Paul Richardson

Equipping your students with all the essential anatomy
information they need to know in a concise, efficient, highyield format, this textbook enables them to study efficiently
while increasing their confidence in their mastery of the most
important anatomical concepts.

2nd edition
20-Aug-14

ISBN 9781455748020
PRICE £ 52.99 € 63.99

$ 82.95

This popular companion to the acclaimed Gray’s Anatomy
for Students presents a vivid, visual depiction of anatomical
structures. With a wealth of material to facilitate study, this
medical textbook demonstrates the correlation of structures
with appropriate clinical images and surface anatomy – essential
for proper identification in the dissection lab and successful
preparation for course exams.
Student Consult

Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9781455710782
PRICE £ 43.99 € 52.99

$ 69.95

Student Consult

Evolve

GRAY’S FLASH CARDS
Richard Drake, A. Wayne Vogl, Adam Mitchell

3rd edition
16-Oct-14

Based on the phenomenal artwork found in the 3rd edition
of Gray’s Anatomy for Students, this set of 350 flash cards is
the perfect review companion to help your students test their
anatomical knowledge for course exams.
ISBN 9781455758982
PRICE £ 25.99 € 31.99

4

$ 39.99
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NETTER’S COLOURING BOOK
John T. Hansen

ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY

2nd edition
28-Apr-14

Frank Netter

6th edition

ISBN 9781455704187
PRICE £ 53.99 € 63.99

08-May-14

2015 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Basic and Clinical Sciences category!

The gold standard of excellence for 25 years, this textbook offers
unsurpassed depictions of the human body in clear, brilliant
detail, all from a clinician’s perspective. With its emphasis
on anatomic relationships and clinically relevant views, Dr.
Netter’s work provides a coherent, lasting visual vocabulary for
understanding anatomy and how it applies to medicine today.

This innovative book offers students a unique way to reinforce
their understanding of anatomy as they colour in images of
the musculoskeletal and body systems, and trace the courses of
arteries, veins and nerves.

ISBN 9780323187985
PRICE £ 14.99 € 17.99

$ 19.95

$ 82.95

NETTER’S FLASH CARDS
John T. Hansen

NETTER’S CLINICAL ANATOMY

4th edition
21-Mar-14

John T. Hansen

3rd edition

These flashcards combine colour illustrations from Netter’s
Atlas of Human Anatomy, 6th edition, with concise text that not
only identifies structures, but also reviews relevant anatomical
information and clinical correlations.

20-Mar-14

This concise yet thorough introduction to basic and clinical
anatomy features multiple-choice review questions at the end
of each chapter, clinical examples, and online access to the
complete text. The perfect supplement to your course’s syllabus,
lectures, conferences and labs.
ISBN 9781455770083
PRICE £ 39.99 € 46.99

ISBN 9780323185950
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

$ 39.95

$ 62.95

NETTER’S CONCISE RADIOLOGIC ANATOMY
Edward Weber, Joel Vilensky, Stephen Carmichael, Kenneth Lee

2nd edition
04-Mar-14

Designed to make learning more interesting and clinically
meaningful, this text matches radiologic images from MR and
ultrasound to CT and advanced imaging reconstructions to the
exquisite artwork of master medical illustrator Frank H. Netter,
MD.
ISBN 9781455753239
PRICE £ 41.99 € 49.99

6

$ 65.95
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SOBOTTA TABLES OF MUSCLES, JOINTS AND NERVES
Friedrich Paulsen, Jens Waschke

SOBOTTA: GENERAL ANATOMY AND MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM,
VOLUME 1

2nd edition
21-Oct-11

Friedrich Paulsen, Jens Waschke

15th edition

With tables detailing the origin, insertion, innervation and
function of all the muscles in the human body, this practical text
matches all three volumes of the Sobotta Atlas of the Anatomy
with schematic illustrations of each muscle.

21-Oct-11

The English-language Sobotta Atlas with Latin nomenclature is
specifically adapted to the needs of preclinical medical students.
Volume 1, “General Anatomy and Musculoskeletal System”,
includes the following topics:
ISBN 9780723436393
PRICE £ 42.99 € 52.99

$ 69.95

•
•
•
•

General Anatomy
Trunk
Upper Extremity
Lower Extremity

ISBN 9780723434917
PRICE £ 10.99 € 13.99

$ 16.95

SOBOTTA FLASHCARDS: BONES, LIGAMENTS AND JOINTS
Lars Bräuer

1st edition

SOBOTTA: ATLAS OF ANATOMY, INTERNAL ORGANS, VOLUME 2

23-Aug-13

Friedrich Paulsen, Jens Waschke

15th edition

The Sobotta flashcards use anatomical illustrations and model
exam questions to provide your students with a fun way to
prepare for tests in the subject area of bones, ligaments and
joints.

21-Oct-11

The English-language Sobotta Atlas with Latin nomenclature is
specifically adapted to the needs of preclinical medical students.
Volume 2, “Internal Organs”, includes the following topics:

ISBN 9780723437321
PRICE £ 29.99 € 34.99

$ 46.99

• Viscera of the Thorax
• Viscera of the Abdomen
• Pelvis and Retroperitoneal Space

SOBOTTA: ATLAS OF ANATOMY, HEAD, NECK AND NEUROANATOMY,
VOLUME 3

ISBN 9780702052576
€ 12.14
PRICE £ 8.74

$ 13.48

SOBOTTA FLASHCARDS: MUSCLES
Lars Bräuer

1st edition
23-Aug-13

Friedrich Paulsen, Jens Waschke

15th edition

These flashcards use Sobotta’s anatomical illustrations alongside
model exam questions to help your students prepare for tests in
the subject area of muscles.

21-Oct-11

The English-language Sobotta Atlas with Latin nomenclature is
specifically adapted to the needs of preclinical medical students.
Volume 3, “Head, Neck and Neuroanatomy”, includes the
following topics:
ISBN 9780723437338
PRICE £ 39.99 € 46.99

8

$ 61.99

•
•
•
•
•

Head
Eye
Ear
Neck
Brain and Spinal Cord

ISBN 9780702052583
€ 12.14
PRICE £ 8.74

$ 13.48
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HUMAN ANATOMY, COLOR ATLAS AND TEXTBOOK
John Gosling, Philip Harris, John Humpherson, Ian Whitmore,
Peter Willan

6th edition
19-Apr-16

ISBN 9780723438274
PRICE £ 49.99 € 61.99

$ 79.99

This new edition superbly depicts and describes the human
body, so your students can identify anatomical structures with
confidence and have a clear understanding of the core anatomy
they need. It is the only textbook and atlas of gross anatomy
that illustrates all structures using high-quality dissection
photographs and clearly labelled line drawings for each
photograph.
NEW EDITION

Student Consult

Evolve

WEIR & ABRAHAMS’ IMAGING ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY
Jonathan Spratt, Lonie Salkowski, Marios Loukas, Tom Turmezei,
Jamie Weir, Peter Abrahams

5th edition
11-Oct-16

ISBN 9780723438267
PRICE £ 44.99 € 55.99

$ 72.99

This superb foundation text for applied human anatomy
offers complete, 3-dimensional views of the structures and
relationships within the body, using a variety of the very latest
imaging modalities. With over 70% new images, this text
displays nuclear medicine imaging, cross-sectional views in CT
and MRI and many more alongside revised legends and labels,
ensuring the best and most up-to-date visual resource in this
area.
NEW EDITION

The new tool to help you deliver effective,
clinically-based medical education.
Already an acclaimed point-of-care tool across many
NHS wards, ClinicalKey is now available to medical
schools as a full-service medical reference platform.
The perfect clinical reference and education tool:
• Includes full access to Elsevier’s acclaimed
textbooks and reference works.
• All content is automatically updated.
• Features a fast, intuitive, algorithmicallydriven search.
• Unrestricted access within institution, and remote
access and a ClinicalKey mobile app.
• Subscription includes transparent usage reports
and on-call usage specialists from Elsevier.

ClinicalKey provides access to:
� 600+ leading journals including The Lancet,
specialty leaders like European Journal of Cancer
(EJC), European Urology, The American Journal
of Medicine (AJM) and Journal of the American
College of Cardiology (JACC).
� 1,000+ medical textbooks.
� 2.2+ million medical illustrations – including the
acclaimed Netter Image Bank.
� 17,000+ medical, surgical and procedural videos.
� 1,400+ Topic Pages, automatically-compiled
summaries of the most popular topics.
Why ‘+’? Because ClinicalKey’s resources are growing
every day.

Evolve

Ready for a free trial?
Experience ClinicalKey for
60 days. It’s on us.

Contact us at:
els-education@elsevier.com
to arrange a trial.
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AVAILABLE NOW WITH SELECTED TITLES

Enhance your
students’ learning
experience with
StudentConsult.com
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BIOCHEMISTRY/CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
John Baynes, Marek Dominiczak

4th edition
08-Feb-14

This medical textbooks contains all of the latest information on
basic and clinically focused genetic and molecular in a thorough
yet accessible manner. It offers a unique combination of both
research and practice that is idea for today’s problem-based
integrated courses.
ISBN 9781455745807
PRICE £ 49.99 € 58.99

$ 75.95

Student Consult

Evolve

BAYNES AND DOMINICZAK’S MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY FLASH CARDS
Marek H. Dominiczak

1st edition
04-Sep-12

Quick and easy to use, these portable and versatile flash cards
provide an effective way of learning and retaining challenging
biochemistry content.

Combining Elsevier’s world-class book content with Inkling’s rich media,
search function and social features, Student Consult is one of the most
efficient tools available for students today, allowing them to...
... download texts to multiple devices, and access them both
online and offline.
... access embedded multimedia content including quizzes,
podcasts and videos.
... sync notes and highlights across devices, and share them
over social media.
... browse across all owned titles using a powerful search and
intuitive navigation.

Look for the titles with

ISBN 9780323081931
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

Student Consult

$ 39.95

CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT
Allan Gaw, Michael Murphy, Rajeev Srivastava, Robert Cowan,
Denis O’Reilly

2nd edition
12-Jul-13

2014 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Basic and Clinical Sciences category!

ISBN 9780702051791
PRICE £ 31.99 € 37.99

$ 52.95

This fully revised edition offers essential reading for today’s
medical student and all those who require a concise, practical
introduction to this subject. Topics are clearly presented in a
series of double-page ‘learning units’, each covering a particular
aspect of clinical biochemistry.
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TIETZ FUNDAMENTALS OF CLINICAL CHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR
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PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
Gerhard Meisenberg, William Simmons

Carl Burtis, David Bruns

3rd edition

2nd edition

01-Jun-11

10-Jun-14

ISBN 9781455741656
PRICE £ 78.99 € 93.99

A condensed, student-friendly version of Tietz Textbook of
Clinical Chemistry, this text uses a laboratory perspective to
provide medical students with the chemistry fundamentals they
need to work in a real-world, clinical lab. Accurate chemical
structures are included to explain the key chemical features of
relevant molecules.

$ 122

Evolve

2012 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Basic and Clinical Sciences Category!

ISBN 9780323071550
PRICE £ 46.99 € 54.99

$ 77.95

This textbook condenses the information your students need
into a comprehensive, focused, clinically-oriented text. It covers
the latest developments in the field, including genome research,
the molecular basis of genetic diseases, techniques of DNA
sequencing and molecular diagnosis techniques, and more.
Student Consult

CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY: METABOLIC AND CLINICAL ASPECTS
William Marshall, Márta Lapsley, Andrew Day, Ruth Ayling

3rd edition
09-Apr-14

This edition is essential reading for specialty trainees, particularly
those preparing for postgraduate examinations. It is also an
invaluable current reference for all established practitioners,
including both medical and scientist clinical biochemists.
ISBN 9780702051401
PRICE £ 79.99 € 93.99

$ 128

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
William Marshall, Márta Lapsley, Andrew Day

8th edition
23-Jun-16

ISBN 9780723438816
PRICE £ 44.99 € 55.99

$ 69.99

Clinical Chemistry considers what happens to the body’s
chemistry when affected by disease. Each chapter covers the
relevant basic science, effectively applying this to clinical
practice. It includes discussion on diagnostic techniques and
patient management, and uses case histories to emphasise
clinical relevance, summarise chapter key points and provide a
useful starting point for examination revision.
NEW EDITION

14

Student Consult

15

Complementary instructor resources
to enhance your teaching

Encourage your students to interact with our rich
offering of multimedia online learning resources

Evolve is an online platform, included alongside many of our books,
that provides additional content and features to help you diversify
and develop your courses.

Each Evolve-enhanced title comes with different features.
Here are just a few:

•		 Helps you create fantastic teaching materials with images, custom
quizzes and more.
•		 Helps your students get the most out of their textbooks with a
wealth of extra content.

• Image Collection: Enhance your lectures,
PowerPoints and handouts with highresolution diagrams and pictures.*
• Instructor Tools: Create custom tests
and quizzes using huge selections of selfassessment questions.
• Interactive
Assessments:
Allow students to
test themselves with
quizzes and even colouring activities.
• Animations: Reinforce key concepts
with full-colour animations.
• Audio Glossaries: Provide easy
reference to thousands of terms.
• Weblinks: Immediately access
reliable, relevant online content.
*Referenced images can be used subject to terms & conditions

Visit www.evolve.elsevier.com for more information about Evolve.
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CRASH COURSE: CARDIOLOGY UPDATED
Antonia Churchhouse, Julian Ormerod

4th edition

THE ECG MADE EASY

12-Jan-15

John Hampton

8th edition
25-Sep-13

For forty years, The ECG Made Easy has been regarded as one
of best introductory guides to the ECG. With over half a million
sales and translations into a dozen languages, this book, hailed
by the British Medical Journal as a “medical classic”, has been a
favourite of generations of medical students and nurses.
ISBN 9780702046414
PRICE £ 19.99 € 23.99

ISBN 9780723438625
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

Student Consult

$ 33.95

CRASH COURSE: CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM UPDATED

THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Jonathan Evans

4th edition

Alan Noble, Robert Johnson, Alan Thomas, Paul Bass

12-Jan-15

2nd edition
05-Feb-10

This is an integrated textbook on the cardiovascular system,
covering the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of the
system. All content is presented in a clinically relevant context,
appropriate for the first two years of the medical student course.
ISBN 9780702033742
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

Cardiology is a vital and dynamic specialty that combines
bedside history taking and clinical examination with a broad
range of investigations and interventions. The specialty is
constantly evolving, and advances in diagnostics, technologies
and therapeutics are reflected in this revised edition. In keeping
with the rest of the series, the material is contemporary, the
content accessible and the coverage comprehensive.

This highly accessible guide to the cardiovascular system
highlights all the essential information, providing an invaluable
foundation for clinical practice in this most fundamental of
medical specialties.
ISBN 9780723438601
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

Student Consult

$ 42.95

ECHO MADE EASY
Sam Kaddoura

3rd edition
05-Sep-16

ISBN 9780702066566
PRICE £ 29.99 € 36.99

$ 44.99

This best-selling and highly-praised book provides a practical
and clinically useful introduction to echo for those who will be
using, requesting and possibly interpreting it in the future. The
book is aimed particularly at medical students, and doctors-intraining. It has already proved extremely useful to other groups,
including qualified physicians, general practitioners, cardiac
technicians, nurses and paramedics.
NEW EDITION

18

Student Consult

19
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MEDICAL SCIENCES
Jeannette Naish, Denise Syndercombe Court

2nd edition

MACLEOD’S CLINICAL EXAMINATION

04-Jun-14

Graham Douglas, Fiona Nicol, Colin Robertson

13th edition

2015 BMA Medical Book Awards:1st Prize Award Winner in the
Basic and Clinical Sciences category!

21-Jun-13

2014 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Medicine category!

ISBN 9780702047282
PRICE £ 42.99 € 50.99

$ 68.95

This classic textbook clearly and concisely sets out how to evaluate
symptoms and elicit relevant physical signs. It describes the practical
skills which every clinician must acquire and develop in order to
evolve diagnostic procedures and management strategies and plans.
Student Consult

ISBN 9780702051388
PRICE £ 49.99 € 58.99

$ 76.95

Evolve

DAVIDSON’S PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
Brian Walker, Nicki R. Colledge, Stuart Ralston, Ian Penman

22nd edition

MACLEOD’S CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

04-Feb-14

Alan Japp, Colin Robertson

1st edition

Davidson’s provides the factual knowledge required to practise
medicine, explaining it in the context of underlying principles,
basic science and research evidence, and shows how to apply
this knowledge to the management of patients who present with
problems rather than specific diseases.

26-Nov-12

2013 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Medicine category!

ISBN 9780702035432
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

$ 44.95

This practical manual of clinical assessment describes how
commonly presenting problems are evaluated and diagnosed in
modern clinical practice. It is an invaluable resource for senior
medical students and junior doctors as they make the difficult
transition from mastering basic clinical skills to assessing
patients in the real world of clinical medicine.

In just one book, the diverse branches of medical science are
synthesised into the appropriate systems of the human body,
making this an invaluable aid to approaching the basics of
medicine within in a clinical context.

ISBN 9780702050350
PRICE £ 52.99 € 62.99

$ 85.95

Student Consult

CLINICAL EXAMINATION: A SYSTEMATIC GUIDE TO PHYSICAL
DIAGNOSIS
Nicholas Talley, Simon O’Connor

7th edition
20-Sep-13

ISBN 9780729541473
PRICE £ 82.08 € 94.4

20

$ 123

This textbook breaks down each body system into a logical
framework, focusing on the history, clinical examination and
correlation between physical signs and disease for each system.
Helping students navigate from first impressions though to
the end of consultation, this text provides a patient-centric,
evidence-based approach, making it the definitive resource for
anyone embarking upon a medical career.

21
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KUMAR AND CLARK’S CASES IN CLINICAL MEDICINE

Mark Swartz

Parveen Kumar, Michael Clark

7th edition

3rd edition

04-Feb-14

14-Mar-13

This medical reference book features numerous high-quality
colour images, an easy-to-use design, and detailed descriptions
of exam techniques, making it an essential guide for physicians,
nurse practitioners, and physician assistants.
ISBN 9780323221481
PRICE £ 66.99 € 78.99

$ 110

Student Consult

2014 BMA Medical Book Awards: 1st Prize Award Winner in the
Medicine category!

ISBN 9780702031380
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

KUMAR AND CLARK’S CLINICAL MEDICINE
Parveen Kumar, Michael Clark

$ 44.95

HUTCHISON’S CLINICAL METHODS
Michael Glynn, William M. Drake

9th edition

23rd edition

29-Jul-16

ISBN 9780702066016
PRICE £ 56.99 € 69.99

16-May-12

Following a full text redesign, this new edition of the acclaimed
textbook contains new two-page summaries for clinical chapters,
anatomy and physiology overviews, and summaries for historytaking and clinical examination. Created by a team 25 new young
consultant authors and clinicians at the top of their career, this
text is accessible to both students and trainees.

$ 90.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

ESSENTIALS OF KUMAR AND CLARK’S CLINICAL MEDICINE
Anne Ballinger

ISBN 9780702040917
PRICE £ 45.99 € 55.99

This textbook provides an outstanding source of learning and
reference for undergraduate medical students and postgraduate
doctors. It teaches an integrated approach to clinical practice,
so that new methods and investigations are grafted onto
established patterns of clinical practice, rather than added on as
something extra.

$ 71.95

Oliver Leach, Gijsbert Isaac van Boxel

4th edition

29-Sep-11

12-Jan-15

This best-selling, portable, quick reference to clinical medicine
features practical procedures and therapeutics arranged in
individual chapters.

22

$ 47.95

Student Consult

CRASH COURSE: GENERAL MEDICINE UPDATED

5th edition

ISBN 9780702035234
PRICE £ 27.99 € 32.99

Cases in Clinical Medicine is a handbook covering the complete
range of acute medical conditions and problems that junior
doctors are likely to encounter during the first years of training.
It is divided into chapters that reflect core medical specialties.

ISBN 9780723438649
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

This clear overview provides a concise account of a broad range
of general medicine, from the most salient features of historytaking and clinical examination to investigations and further
management. It will prove invaluable throughout your students’
undergraduate years, leading up to their finals exams and well in
to their first years of practice.

$ 44.99

Student Consult
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NETTER’S INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL PROCEDURES

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

DAVIDSON’S ESSENTIALS OF MEDICINE

Marios Loukas

J. Alastair Innes

01-Nov-16

13-May-15

1st edition

2nd edition

This textbook includes over 30 common clinical procedures,
step-by-step illustrated procedures, as well as an integrated
eBook with interactive “test yourself ” images and videos.

ISBN 9780323370554
PRICE £ 35.99 € 42.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

$ 55.99

CLINICAL EXAMINATION ESSENTIALS

This textbook provides the core content of Davidson’s Principles
and Practice of Medicine in a condensed format that is
invaluable for medical students on the move, whether they are
commuting, travelling between training sites, or on electives.
ISBN 9780702055928
PRICE £ 27.99 € 32.99

$ 42.99

ANDREOLI AND CARPENTER’S CECIL ESSENTIALS OF MEDICINE

Nicholas Talley, Simon O’Connor

Ivor Benjamin

19-Jan-16

17-Apr-15

4th edition

9th edition

Providing an introduction to the essential skills required to help
your students successfully pass their clinical exams, this text
equips them with the confidence to assess patients by acquiring
a detailed patient history and conducting a thorough physical
examination.
ISBN 9780729542289
PRICE £ 35.99 € 42.99

$ 57.99

Student Consult

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

This updated edition has been revised to provide the
most current, easy-to-digest review of internal medicine.
Comprehensive yet concise, it focuses on the high-yield core
knowledge important to those established in or just entering the
field.
ISBN 9781437718997
PRICE £ 48.99 € 58.99

$ 76.99

Student Consult

MACLEOD’S CLINICAL OSCEs
Paul O’Neill, Alex Evans, Tim Pattison, Meriel Tolhurst-Cleaver,
Serena Tolhurst-Cleaver

1st edition
15-May-15

ISBN 9780702054815
PRICE £ 29.99 € 36.99
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This textbook contains over 60 of the most commonly
encountered OSCE stations in medicine and surgery, and is
an accessible book for students revising for a clinical OSCE.
It provides simple, straightforward advice and tips about
preparation, and is easy to understand.

$ 47.99

Student Consult
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DERMATOLOGY

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

EMBRYOLOGY

DERMATOLOGY ESSENTIALS

HUMAN EMBRYOLOGY & DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

Jean Bolognia, Julie Schaffer, Karynne Duncan, Christine Ko

Bruce Carlson

11-Apr-14

14-Mar-13

1st edition

5th edition

This text provides the quick answers your students need on every
important aspect of dermatology, as well as guidance on their
application in their day-to-day practice.

ISBN 9781455708413
PRICE £ 43.99 € 52.99

Clear explanations provide an easy-to-follow “road map” through
the most up-to-date scientific knowledge, giving your students a
deeper understanding of the key information they need to know
for their courses, exams, and ultimately clinical practice.
ISBN 9781455727940
PRICE £ 48.99 € 57.99

$ 69.95

DERMATOLOGY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

$ 78.95

Larry Cochard

31-Aug-16

27-Jul-12

1st edition

This new edition has been fully revised throughout, and now
includes sections on skin cancer, dermatologic surgery, genital
dermatoses, pregnancy eruptions, yeast-related skin conditions,
contact dermatitis and patch testing.

$ 57.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

Evolve

NETTER’S ATLAS OF HUMAN EMBRYOLOGY

David Gawkrodger, Michael Ardern-Jones

6th edition

ISBN 9780702068492
PRICE £ 36.99 € 45.99

Student Consult

For each body system or region, your students will find a brief
description of the developmental plan, with key concepts and
terminology, followed by discussions of histological principles,
the classification of congenital defects, and basic cellular,
molecular, and genetic concepts.
ISBN 9781455739776
PRICE £ 40.99 € 47.99

$ 67.95

Student Consult

Evolve

BEFORE WE ARE BORN
Keith Moore, T. V. N. Persaud, Mark Torchia

9th edition
22-Apr-15

Fully updated by the world’s foremost embryologists, this
medical reference book provides concise guidance on human
embryology at every stage of development, utilising rich
illustrations and photographs that further explain content.
ISBN 9780323313377
PRICE £ 42.99 € 50.99
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$ 65.99

Student Consult

Evolve
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ENDOCRINOLOGY

THE DEVELOPING HUMAN
Keith Moore, T. V. N. Persaud, Mark Torchia

10th edition
15-May-15

THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
Joy Hinson, Peter Raven, Shern Chew

2nd edition

Clearly written and well-structured descriptions include clear
and succinct information, while nearly 600 illustrations provide
a clinically-oriented guide to human development. This text
utilises a week-by-week and stage-by-stage approach to describe
fetal organ and system development.
ISBN 9780323313384
PRICE £ 50.99 € 60.99

$ 78.99

Student Consult

13-May-10

This is an integrated textbook on the endocrine system, covering
the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of the system.
All information is presented in a clinically relevant context
appropriate for the first two years of the medical student course.

Evolve

ISBN 9780702033728
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

$ 42.95

LARSEN’S HUMAN EMBRYOLOGY
Gary Schoenwolf, Steven Bleyl, Philip Brauer, Philippa FrancisWest

10th edition

CHURCHILL’S POCKETBOOK OF DIABETES
Sujoy Ghosh, Andrew Collier

25-Nov-14

ISBN 9781455706846
PRICE £ 48.99 € 57.99

$ 74.99

2nd edition
16-Aug-12

Ideal for visual students, this updated medical textbook includes
a superior art program, brand-new online animations, and highquality images throughout. Clear descriptions and explanations
of human embryonic development, based on all of the most
up-to-date scientific discoveries and understanding, keep you
abreast of the latest knowledge in the field.
Student Consult

Evolve

This clear, concise guide to modern diabetes and its
management will prove invaluable to all health professionals in
this field. Evidence-based boxes provide the rationale behind
treatment decisions, and key points are highlighted throughout
the book.
ISBN 9780443100819
PRICE £ 27.99 € 32.99

$ 47.95

CRASH COURSE: ENDOCRINOLOGY UPDATED
Ronan O’Neill

4th edition
12-Jan-15

In this edition, Crash Course Endocrinology has been carefully
revised to further reflect the requirements of today’s medical
curriculum, including enhanced coverage of the essential area
of diabetes. A fully revised self-assessment section matching the
latest exam formats is also included.
ISBN 9780723438564
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.95

Student Consult
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CRASH COURSE: METABOLISM AND NUTRITION UPDATED
Amber Appleton

4th edition
12-Jan-15

ISBN 9780723438533
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

EPIDEMIOLOGY
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Leon Gordis

5th edition

A full discussion of metabolic diseases adds relevance to the
underlying concepts while clinical assessment and examination,
common skills and further investigations complete the picture.
Complex information is provided succinctly and is accompanied
by a full artwork programme making an often challenging
subject very accessible.

$ 44.99

Student Consult

07-Jan-14

This text guides your students from an explanation of the
epidemiologic approach to disease and intervention, through
to the use of epidemiologic principles to identify the causes
of disease. It culminates in a discussion of how epidemiology
should be used to improve evaluation and public policy.
ISBN 9781455737338
PRICE £ 36.99 € 43.99

$ 52.95

Student Consult

Evolve

JEKEL’S EPIDEMIOLOGY, BIOSTATISTICS, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
AND PUBLIC HEALTH
David Katz, Dorothea Wild, Joann Elmore, Sean Lucan

4th edition
27-Mar-13

This is the only textbook that combines the disciplines of
medical epidemiology, biostatistics, preventive medicine, and
public health in one convenient resource. This text presents the
information your students need with a clinical focus, using reallife medical examples throughout.
ISBN 9781455706587
PRICE £ 35.99 € 41.99
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$ 59.95

Student Consult
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GASTROENTEROLOGY/NEPHROLOGY/
UROLOGY

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

CRASH COURSE: GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM UPDATED
Megan Griffiths

4th edition

THE RENAL SYSTEM

12-Jan-15
Michael Field, Carol Pollock, David Harris

This succinct textbook incorporates enhanced clinical coverage
alongside additional material on the management and clinical
assessment of common diseases of the gastrointestinal
tract. It also covers examination, common skills and further
investigations.

2nd edition
05-Feb-10

This integrated textbook on the renal system covers its anatomy,
physiology and biochemistry of the system. All information is
presented in a clinically relevant context appropriate for the first
two years of the medical student course.
ISBN 9780702033711
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

ISBN 9780723438588
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

Student Consult

$ 42.95

THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Margaret Smith, Dion Morton

2nd edition
28-May-10

This integrated textbook on the digestive system presents its
anatomy, physiology and biochemistry in a clinically relevant
context, appropriate for the first two years of the medical
student course.
ISBN 9780702033674
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

$ 42.95

CRASH COURSE: RENAL AND URINARY SYSTEM UPDATED
Timothy Jones

4th edition
12-Jan-15

Providing an integrated approach to the subject by linking
together topics such as anatomy, development, histology,
physiology and pharmacology. Diseases and complaints,
clerking, clinical assessment and examination, common skills
and further investigations are also covered.
ISBN 9780723438595
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.99

Student Consult
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GENETICS

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

CRASH COURSE: CELL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS UPDATED
Mathew Stubbs, Narin Suleyman

4th edition

EMERY’S ELEMENTS OF MEDICAL GENETICS

12-Jan-15

Peter Turnpenny, Sian Ellard

1st edition
04-Mar-11

ISBN 9780702040436
PRICE £ 37.99 € 44.99

This textbook’s user-friendly coverage is designed to help your
students better understand and apply the basic principles of
genetics to clinical situations. Learning is easy with the aid
of clear, full-colour illustrative diagrams, a wealth of clinical
photographs of genetic diseases, multiple-choice and case-based
review questions.

$ 69.95

Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9780723438762
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 46.99

This fully revised edition incorporates the latest developments
in a fascinating and fast-moving field – including the human
genome project and spin-offs such as the thousand genome
project – as well as discussion of important ethical issues.
Emerging molecular tools and laboratory techniques are
explained so that your students can appreciate where new
treatments for genetic disease and screening technologies have
arisen.
Student Consult

MEDICAL GENETICS
Lynn Jorde, John Carey, Michael Bamshad

5th edition
14-Oct-15

Popular for its highly visual, clinical approach, this text delivers
an accessible yet thorough understanding of this active and
fast-changing field. Key updates in this edition cover the latest
developments which are integrated with clinical practice to
emphasise the central principles and how they apply to practice.
ISBN 9780323188357
PRICE £ 44.99 € 53.99

$ 69.99

Student Consult

Evolve

THOMPSON & THOMPSON GENETICS IN MEDICINE
Robert Nussbaum, Roderick McInnes, Huntington Willard

5th edition
10-Jul-15

ISBN 9781437706963
PRICE £ 38.99 € 46.99
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With this comprehensive overview of medical genetics, your
students will acquire the state-of-the-art knowledge they need
on the latest advances in molecular diagnostics, the Human
Genome Project, pharmacogenetics, and bio-informatics. They
will better understand the relationship between basic genetics
and clinical medicine with a variety of clinical case studies.

$ 59.99

Student Consult

Evolve
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HISTOLOGY

HAEMATOLOGY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

WHEATER’S FUNCTIONAL HISTOLOGY

Martin Howard, Peter Hamilton

Barbara Young, Geraldine O’Dowd, Phillip Woodford

01-Jul-13

03-Dec-13

6th edition

4th edition

Providing a simple approach to understanding the fundamentals
by combining concise text with hundreds of captions and
images of histology slides, this best-selling textbook will equip
your students with all the histology information they need to
complete their courses and ace their exams.

This text combines concise and manageable coverage of the
major blood diseases and their treatment with a focus on the
haematology patient and on the practical aspects of the subject.

ISBN 9780702051395
PRICE £ 29.99 € 34.99

ISBN 9780702047473
PRICE £ 53.99 € 63.99

$ 50.95

CRASH COURSE: HAEMATOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY UPDATED

$ 82.95

NETTER’S ESSENTIAL HISTOLOGY
William Ovalle, Patrick Nahirney

12-Jan-15

16-Apr-13

This volume presents two of the fastest-moving medical
disciplines, immunology and haematology, where molecular
discoveries rapidly translate into new diagnostic tests and
treatments in everyday medicine. This book clearly relates the
important underlying principles in these areas with the latest
clinical applications.

$ 44.99

Evolve

Yousef Gargani

2nd edition

4th edition

ISBN 9780723438526
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

Student Consult

Student Consult

ISBN 9781455706310
PRICE £ 52.99 € 63.99

Integrating gross anatomy and embryology with classic histology
slides and cutting-edge scanning electron microscopy, this text
gives your students a rich visual understanding of this complex
subject. With a strong anatomy foundation it utilises a variety of
visual elements to teach your students the most indispensible
histologic concepts and their clinical relevance.

$ 82.95

Student Consult

Evolve

HISTOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION TO PATHOLOGY
Abraham L Kierszenbaum

4th edition
04-Mar-15

ISBN 9780323313308
PRICE £ 52.99 € 63.99
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Linking basic science to clinical application throughout, this
text focuses on what your students need to know for their
coursework, as well as how to apply that information to a clinical
setting. Full-colour illustrations on every page, as well as unique,
student-friendly features online, help your students quickly
grasp the complexities of pathologic abnormalities.

$ 82.99

Student Consult

Evolve
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IMMUNOLOGY

CONCISE HISTOLOGY
Leslie Gartner, James Hiatt

1st edition

CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR IMMUNOLOGY

07-Jul-10

ISBN 9780702031144
PRICE £ 33.99 € 39.99

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

Abul Abbas, Andrew Lichtman, Shiv Pillai

8th edition

Designed for students who need to learn a large amount of
material in a limited time, this text presents key information
in a readable, concise manner, accompanied by full-colour
illustrations that clarify complex concepts. It also illustrates the
relevance of histology to the practice of medicine with the aid of
clinical consideration boxes interspersed throughout the text.

$ 55.95

Student Consult

23-Sep-14

Popular for its highly visual, straightforward approach, this
textbook delivers an accessible yet thorough understanding of
this active and fast-changing field.

ISBN 9780323222754
PRICE £ 58.99 € 70.99

Student Consult

Evolve

$ 92.95

NETTER’S HISTOLOGY FLASH CARDS UPDATED EDITION
William Ovalle, Patrick Nahirney

1st edition

BASIC IMMUNOLOGY

05-Aug-13

ISBN 9781455776566
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

Abul Abbas, Andrew H. Lichtman, Shiv Pillai

5th edition

Your students can easily review salient microscopic features of
cells, tissues, and organs using beautiful Netter illustrations
and histology slides. They can also study basic biological
and histological principles as well as the clinical relevance of
histological structure and function through concise textual
summaries.

11-Dec-15

Delivering a clear, modern introduction to immunology, makes
this textbook the obvious choice for today’s busy students.
Through the use of high-quality illustrations, relevant clinical
cases, and concise, focused text, it forms a perfectly accessible
introduction to the workings of the human immune system.

$ 39.95
ISBN 9780323390828
PRICE £ 44.99 € 53.99

$ 69.99

Student Consult

Evolve

TEXTBOOK OF HISTOLOGY
Leslie Gartner

4th edition

IMMUNOLOGY

20-Jan-16

ISBN 9780323355636
PRICE £ 50.99 € 61.99

$ 79.99

8th edition

Thoroughly updated to reflect all of the latest concepts and
advances in the field, this concise, extensively illustrated text
presents the basic science and clinical application of cellular
and molecular biology. Functioning as a combined text and
atlas, it is essentially two books for the price of one, providing a
comprehensive, visually engaging histology education from the
ground up.
NEW EDITION
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David Male, Jonathan Brostoff, David Roth, Ivan Roitt

Student Consult

Evolve

28-Sep-12

This text helps your students understand the building blocks
of the immune system – cells, organs and major receptor
molecules – as well as initiation and actions of the immune
response, especially in a clinical context.
ISBN 9780323080583
PRICE £ 46.99 € 54.99

$ 82.95

Student Consult

Evolve
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MEDICAL ETHICS

CRASH COURSE: INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Emma Nickerson

1st edition

CRASH COURSE: MEDICAL ETHICS AND SOCIOLOGY UPDATED

11-May-07

Andrew Papanikitas

2nd edition

Offering your students a fast way to recap on what they need to
know to get through their exams with ease, this accessible text
gives them the right level of information, perfectly tailored to
current curricula requirements.
ISBN 9780723433873
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

12-Jan-15

Medical students and junior doctors cannot hope to experience
every dilemma first-hand, but are expected to deal with new
and problematic clinical situations in a reasoned, professional
and systematic way. This volume, which accounts for the revised
core curriculum in Medical Ethics and Law, will prove an
indispensable companion.

$ 44.95
ISBN 9780723438656
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

IMMUNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

$ 44.99

Student Consult

Matthew Helbert

3rd edition
24-Jul-16

Detailed and explanatory illustrations, combined with clinically
relevant examples and cases, offer a unique understanding of
the human immune system and its role in protecting us from
disease.
ISBN 9780702068010
PRICE £ 35.99 € 42.99
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$ 57.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

Evolve
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MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Patrick Murray, Ken Rosenthal, Michael Pfaller

8th edition

TEXTBOOK OF DIAGNOSTIC MICROBIOLOGY

30-Nov-15

Connie Mahon, Donald Lehman, George Manuselis

5th edition

This succinct, easy-to-use text presents the fundamentals of
microbiology and immunology in a clearly-written, engaging
manner that effectively prepares your students for their courses,
exams, and beyond.

08-Apr-14

This reader-friendly, building block approach to microbiology
moves progressively from basic concepts to advanced
understanding, guiding your students through the systematic
identification of etiologic agents of infectious diseases.
ISBN 9780323089890
PRICE £ 85.99 € 101

ISBN 9780323299565
PRICE £ 57.99 € 68.99

Student Consult

$ 89.99

Evolve

Evolve

$ 134

CLINICAL PARASITOLOGY
Elizabeth Zeibig

2nd edition

MIMS’ MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

20-Oct-12

Richard Goering, Hazel Dockrell, Mark Zuckerman, Ivan Roitt,
Peter Chiodini

This straightforward text is designed to help your students excel
in parasitology. The user-friendly design, extensive illustrations,
and clear descriptions of look-alike parasites help your students
hone their skills and prepare for situations they may encounter
in practice.

5th edition
29-Aug-12

ISBN 9780723436010
PRICE £ 53.99 € 63.99

$ 85.95

Using a clinically relevant, systems-based approach, this medical
textbook accessibly explains the microbiology of the agents
that cause diseases and the diseases that affect individual
organ systems. With lavish illustrations and straightforward,
accessible explanations, it makes this complex subject simple to
understand and remember.
Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9781416060444
PRICE £ 42.99 € 55.99

$ 68.95

VIROLOGY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT
Stephen Korsman, Gert Van Zyl, Wolfgang Preiser, Louise Nutt,
Monique Andersson

MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

1st edition

David Greenwood, Richard Slack, Michael Barer, W L Irving

26-Sep-12

18th edition
20-Jul-12

The initial sections of this textbook cover the basic biology
of microbes, infection and immunity and are followed by a
systematic review of infective agents, their associated diseases
and their control. A final integrating section addresses the
essential principles of diagnosis, treatment and management.
ISBN 9780702040894
PRICE £ 51.99 € 60.99
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$ 86.95

Evolve

ISBN 9780443073670
PRICE £ 27.99 € 32.99

This is a concise, highly accessible introduction to medical
virology, incorporating essential basic principles as well as a
systematic review of viruses and viral diseases. It pays particular
attention to developments in anti-viral therapy that are
becoming increasingly effective in modern medicine.

$ 47.95

Student Consult
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ELSEVIER’S INTEGRATED REVIEW IMMUNOLOGY AND
MICROBIOLOGY
Jeffrey Actor

2nd edition

ISBN 9780323074476
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

NEUROANATOMY/NEUROSCIENCE
CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCE: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

01-Dec-11

Paul Johns

This concise, high-yield title focuses on the core knowledge in
immunology and microbiology and links that information to
related concepts from other basic science disciplines.

20-Mar-14

1st edition

Student Consult

$ 42.95

ISBN 9780443103216
PRICE £ 29.99 € 34.99

$ 47.95

This book provides a clear and readable introduction to the
central concepts of clinical neuroscience. The first part of the
book deals with fundamental areas of neuroscience required
for a sound understanding of brain disease. This is followed
by an account of the neurobiology of the most common and
important brain diseases of the Western world: stroke, epilepsy,
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis.

RAPID REVIEW MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
Ken Rosenthal, Michael Tan

3rd edition

ISBN 9780323069380
PRICE £ 27.99 € 32.99

$ 42.95

NEUROANATOMY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

24-Sep-10

Alan Crossman, David Neary

This user-friendly volume addresses all the microbiology
and immunology information your students need to know.
Formatted as a bulleted, two-colour outline, it includes
photographs, tables, figured, and high-yield margin notes.

20-May-14

5th edition

Building on the huge success of previous editions, this text
is designed and written primarily with the medical student
in mind, although it will again be valued by the range of
other students and professionals who need a clear, current
understanding of this important area.

Student Consult

ISBN 9780702054051
PRICE £ 34.99 € 40.99

$ 65.95

Student Consult

Evolve

FUNDAMENTAL NEUROSCIENCE FOR BASIC & CLINICAL
APPLICATIONS
Duane Haines

4th edition
22-Oct-12

Fundamental Neuroscience provides a thorough, clinically
relevant understanding of this complicated subject. Integrated
coverage of neuroanatomy, physiology, and pharmacology,
with a particular emphasis on systems neurobiology, effectively
preparing your students for their courses, exams, and beyond.
ISBN 9781437702941
PRICE £ 60.99 € 71.99
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$ 96.95

Student Consult

Evolve
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NOLTE’S THE HUMAN BRAIN

Estomih Mtui, Gregory Gruener, Peter Dockery

Todd Vanderah, Douglas Gould

09-Dec-15

25-Jun-15

7th edition

7th edition

Utilizing clear text and explanatory artwork to make clinical
neuroanatomy and neuroscience as accessible as possible,
this edition expertly integrates clinical neuroanatomy with the
clinical application of neuroscience.
ISBN 9780702058325
PRICE £ 44.99 € 53.99

$ 69.99

Student Consult

Evolve

Popular for its highly visual and easy-to-follow approach, Nolte’s
The Human Brain helps demystify the complexities of the gross
anatomy of the brain, spinal cord and brainstem. A clear writing
style, interesting examples and visual cues bring this extremely
complicated subject to life and make it more understandable.
ISBN 9781455728596
PRICE £ 48.99 € 57.99

$ 74.99

Student Consult

CRASH COURSE: NERVOUS SYSTEM UPDATED
Jenny Ross

4th edition
12-Jan-15

ISBN 9780723438571
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

This highly accessible volume provides a strong foundation
in understanding the essential basic neurosciences and the
clinical investigation of the nervous system. Commencing
with ‘Learning Objectives’, every chapter guides your students
succinctly through the topic, giving full coverage of the
curriculum whilst avoiding unnecessary and often confusing
detail.
Student Consult

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
Adina Michael-Titus, Patricia Revest, Peter Shortland

2nd edition
29-Mar-10

This is an integrated textbook on the nervous system that
covers its anatomy, physiology and biochemistry. All content is
presented in a clinically relevant context appropriate for the first
two years of the medical student course.
ISBN 9780702033735
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99
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$ 42.95
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CRASH COURSE: NEUROLOGY UPDATED
Mahinda Yogarajah

4th edition

NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION MADE EASY

12-Jan-15

Geraint Fuller

5th edition

Taking a logical approach to the fundamental concepts
underlying common neurological conditions, this text reflects
the exciting advances in their diagnosis and management.
It offers concise coverage of the history, examination and
investigations relevant to neurology, as well as the clinical
features and management of important neurological disorders.

19-Jul-13

This book clearly guides your students through the essentials of
neurological examination, providing the relevant background
and telling them what to do, what they can find and what it
means. ‘Common mistakes’ and ‘Tips’ boxes are included
throughout.
ISBN 9780702051777
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

ISBN 9780723438663
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

Student Consult

$ 42.95

NEUROLOGY
Geraint Fuller, Mark Manford

3rd edition
18-May-10

This introductory textbook of neurology in the Illustrated Colour
Text series gives students a clear explanation of neurological
examination. It explains how to approach common neurological
presentations, such as blackouts and numbness, before moving
on to a comprehensive coverage of syndromes and diseases.
ISBN 9780702032240
PRICE £ 33.99 € 39.99

$ 58.95

NEUROLOGY AND NEUROSURGERY ILLUSTRATED
Kenneth Lindsay, Ian Bone, Geraint Fuller

5th edition
08-Sep-10

This concise text is arranged around clear and memorable line
diagrams, which clarify a complex subject area.

ISBN 9780443069574
PRICE £ 54.99 € 64.99
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$ 92.95
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LLEWELLYN-JONES FUNDAMENTALS OF OBSTETRICS AND
GYNAECOLOGY
Jeremy Oats, Suzanne Abraham

CLINICAL OBSTETRICS & GYNAECOLOGY

10th edition

Brian Magowan, Philip Owen, Andrew Thomson

20-Jan-16

3rd edition
21-Mar-14

This highly-regarded book is brought completely up to date
with new material covering diabetes and obesity in pregnancy,
advances in IVF and complications arising for older first-time
mothers. Highly illustrated in full colour throughout this totally
revised book retains its characteristic concision and readability.

This perfect companion to Kumar and Clark’s Clinical Medicine
provides an excellent grounding and framework for handling
clinical problems in obstetrics and gynaecology.

ISBN 9780702054082
PRICE £ 42.99 € 50.99

ISBN 9780702060656
PRICE £ 34.99 € 42.99

$ 55.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

$ 66.99

GYNAECOLOGY ILLUSTRATED
Catrina Bain, Kevin Burton, Jay McGavigan

ESSENTIAL OBSTETRICS & GYNAECOLOGY

6th edition

E. Malcolm Symonds, Ian Symonds, Sabaratnam Arulkumaran

24-Aug-11

5th edition
28-Aug-13

This edition of this popular, highly readable primer in obstetrics
and gynaecology has been thoroughly updated and reconfigured
to key into the new undergraduate curriculum in obstetrics and
gynaecology devised by the Royal College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology.
ISBN 9780702030680
PRICE £ 35.99 € 41.99

ISBN 9780702030673
PRICE £ 41.99 € 49.99

The highly visual approach of this text is tailored to the needs
of undergraduate medical students. Each page covers one
topic with concise text and associated diagrams. For the more
traditional courses this book will fulfil the role of a course text;
for problem-based courses it will be an excellent resource for
problem-solving exercises.

$ 71.95

$ 62.95

CRASH COURSE: OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY UPDATED

HACKER & MOORE’S ESSENTIALS OF OBSTETRICS AND
GYNECOLOGY
Neville Hacker, Joseph Gambone, Calvin Hobel

6th edition

Chidimma Onwere, Hemant Vakharia

18-Dec-15

3rd edition
12-Jan-15

This volume provides a concise, logical and sensitive approach to
the essential topics within this unique and rewarding field. This
exhaustive revision incorporates the very latest guidance from
both the RCOG and NICE.
ISBN 9780723438700
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.99

Student Consult

With up-to-date clinical cases and assessments, new Clinical Key
boxes, this text reflects today’s best knowledge on the evaluation,
diagnosis, and management of a wide range of obstetric and
gynecological disorders.
ISBN 9781455775583
PRICE £ 38.99 € 46.99

$ 59.99

Student Consult
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OPHTHALMOLOGY

ORTHOPAEDICS

SYNOPSIS OF CLINICAL OPHTHALMOLOGY

TEXTBOOK OF ORTHOPAEDICS, TRAUMA AND RHEUMATOLOGY

Jack Kanski, Brad Bowling

Raashid Luqmani, James Robb, Daniel Porter, Benjamin Joseph

17-Dec-12

05-Feb-13

2nd edition

3rd edition

ISBN 9780702050213
PRICE £ 61.99 € 74.99

Based on the best-selling Clinical Ophthalmology: A Systematic
Approach, 7th Edition, by Jack J Kanski and Brad Bowling, this
synopsis distills the essential information needed to quickly
and accurately diagnose and manage a comprehensive range of
ophthalmic disorders. Ideally used as a review guide for exam
preparation

$ 97.95

ISBN 9780723436805
PRICE £ 40.99 € 47.99

$ 68.95

This textbook offers both the core information that students
need regarding these specialties, as well as an extensive series
of cases with questions and answers that illustrate the thinking
behind common everyday practice. It also offers a standard
approach to history-taking and physical examination, as well as
the relevant anatomy. The reasons for the different approaches
within each specialty are highlighted throughout.
Student Consult

OPHTHALMOLOGY: AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

CLINICAL ORTHOPAEDIC EXAMINATION

Mark Batterbury, Brad Bowling, Conor Murphy

Ronald McRae

02-Sep-09

10-Jun-10

6th edition

3rd edition

ISBN 9780702030598
PRICE £ 31.99 € 37.99

$ 55.95

After an introduction to the anatomy of the eye and its
examination, the major diseases of the eye and their
management are described, followed by a problem-based
introduction to clinical decision making. This book has been
revised to take account of the many advances in this specialty
including the use of monoclonal antibodies in the treatment
of ‘wet’ age-related macular degeneration and new surgical
techniques for corneal transplants.

FUNDOSCOPY MADE EASY

ISBN 9780702033933
PRICE £ 44.99 € 52.99

This classic, highly-illustrated textbook of clinical orthopaedic
examination includes unique “strip cartoon” artwork which
allows for an easy-to-read approach to the subject, as well as
practical guidance on interpretation of radiographs. It also
includes almost 1,000 drawings produced by the author himself,
which provide a unique means of teaching.

$ 78.95

PRACTICAL FRACTURE TREATMENT

Sujoy Ghosh, Andrew Collier, Mohan Varikkara, Stephen Palmer

Ronald McRae, Max Esser

20-Sep-10

06-Mar-08

5th edition

1st edition

This new addition to the popular Made Easy series covers the
basic principles of fundoscopy necessary for all medical students
and a wide variety of junior doctors. It covers all the common
conditions likely to be encountered and potentially examined in
the MRCP and MRCGP examinations.
ISBN 9780702042973
PRICE £ 15.99 € 18.99
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$ 26.95

ISBN 9780443068768
PRICE £ 46.99 € 54.99

The 5th edition of this now classic text draws on the strength
of previous editions and now includes reference to the latest
surgical techniques available in Europe, Australia and the USA.
Emphasis remains on the continually expanding use of fixation
techniques although conservative treatment options remain an
integral part of the text.

$ 79.95
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CRASH COURSE: RHEUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPAEDICS UPDATED
Cameron Elias-Jones, Martin Perry

3rd edition
12-Jan-15
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PAEDIATRICS
NELSON ESSENTIALS OF PEDIATRICS
Karen Marcdante, Robert Kliegman, Richard Behrman

7th edition

Musculoskeletal medicine is a rapidly-changing field, subject
to much clinical and basic science research. This superb edition
provides clear and concise coverage of the diseases that affect
the musculoskeletal system, as well as the new understanding
that underlies their pathologies and treatments.
ISBN 9780723438670
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

$ 44.99

Student Consult

MCRAE’S ORTHOPAEDIC TRAUMA AND EMERGENCY
FRACTURE MANAGEMENT
Timothy White, Sam Mackenzie, Alasdair Gray

3rd edition

ISBN 9780702057281
PRICE £ 49.99 € 61.99

$ 67.99

06-May-14

ISBN 9781455759804
PRICE £ 53.99 € 63.99

$ 79.95

The resource of choice for preparing for pediatric exams, this
textbook continues to provide a focused overview of the core
knowledge in pediatrics. Succinct, targeted coverage of normal
childhood growth and development, as well as the diagnosis,
management, and prevention of common pediatric diseases
and disorders, make this an ideal medical reference book for
students.
Student Consult

ILLUSTRATED TEXTBOOK OF PAEDIATRICS

09-Dec-15

Tom Lissauer, Tom Lissauer, Graham Clayden

This book is derived from Ronald McRae’s Pocketbook of
Orthopaedics and Fractures, a highly successful ‘survival
guide’ for the trainee working in accident and emergency or
orthopaedic departments. Retaining the underlying principles
of the original editions, this comprehensive rewrite and representation provides complete coverage of orthopaedic trauma
surgery as relevant to contemporary practice.

21-Sep-11

4th edition

2012 BMA Medical Book Awards: 1st Prize Winner in the
Paediatrics category!

ISBN 9780723435655
PRICE £ 39.99 € 46.99

$ 60.95

This is the fourth edition of a highly popular “must have”
textbook on paediatrics for medical students. Thoroughly revised
and updated throughout, it contains a new section on child
protection and on global paediatrics.
Student Consult

PRACTICAL PAEDIATRICS
Michael South, David Isaacs

7th edition
07-Jun-12

This textbook covers topics including the social and preventative
aspects of child health, the common diseases of childhood and
their treatment with a presenting-problem approach. New to
this edition are 51 new chapter authors, a new chapter on sleep
problems, and a new chapter on refugee health.
ISBN 9780702042928
PRICE £ 56.99 € 66.99
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$ 95.95

Student Consult
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ESSENTIALS OF PAEDIATRICS
Nandu Thalange, Richard Beach, David Booth, Lisa Jackson

2nd edition
19-Dec-12

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

PATHOLOGY
ROBBINS AND COTRAN PATHOLOGIC BASIS OF DISEASE
Vinay Kumar, Abul Abbas, Jon Aster

9th edition

2013 BMA Medical Book Awards: Highly Commended in the
Paediatrics category!

ISBN 9780702043598
PRICE £ 26.99 € 31.99

$ 46.95

This perfect portable companion for trainees and medical
students on clinical placements in paediatrics is part of the
Kumar & Clark family. It includes cases throughout, key points
boxes, self-assessment questions and appendices covering
resuscitation, practical procedures, prescribing, fluids and
electrolytes, and common syndromes.

14-Jul-14

ISBN 9781455726134
PRICE £ 79.99 € 93.99

This text delivers the latest, most essential pathology
knowledge in a readable, interesting manner, ensuring optimal
understanding of the latest basic science and clinical content.
High-quality photographs and full-colour illustrations highlight
new information in molecular biology, disease classifications,
new drugs and drug therapies, and much more.

$ 124.99

CRASH COURSE: PAEDIATRICS UPDATED
Rajat Kapoor, Katy Barnes

4th edition
12-Jan-15

ISBN 9780723438687
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

Student Consult

Evolve

ROBBINS AND COTRAN REVIEW OF PATHOLOGY
Edward Klatt, Vinay Kumar

4th edition

Building on the success of previous editions, Crash Course
Paediatrics provides concise and highly practical overage of this
core specialty. It has been carefully honed to meet the needs
of students in their medical undergraduate years, but will also
prove invaluable for foundation trainees or specialty doctors
embarking on a career in paediatrics.

$ 44.99

Student Consult

04-Nov-14

More than 1,100 questions reinforce the fundamentals of gross
and microscopic pathology as well as the latest findings in
molecular biology and genetics. This review book of multiple
choice questions and answers is the ideal study tool for
coursework, self-assessment, and examinations.
ISBN 9781455751556
PRICE £ 31.99 € 38.99

$ 54.99

Student Consult

Evolve

ROBBINS BASIC PATHOLOGY
Vinay Kumar, Abul Abbas, Jon Aster

9th edition
14-Jun-12

Robbins Basic Pathology delivers the pathology knowledge your
students need, the way they need it, from the name they can
trust. This medical textbook’s unbeatable author team helps
them efficiently master the core concepts they need to know for
their courses and exams.
ISBN 9781437717815
PRICE £ 64.99 € 76.99
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$ 99.95

Student Consult

Evolve
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NETTER’S ILLUSTRATED HUMAN PATHOLOGY
Maximilian Buja, Gerhard Krueger

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

POCKET COMPANION TO ROBBINS AND COTRAN PATHOLOGIC
BASIS OF DISEASE
Richard Mitchell, Vinay Kumar, Abul Abbas, Jon Aster

1st edition

9th edition

24-Oct-13

24-Jun-16

With a visually vibrant approach, this atlas provides clear and
succinct representations of common human diseases by relating
anatomical changes to the functional and clinical manifestations
of disease and their underlying causes and mechanisms.
ISBN 9780323220897
PRICE £ 41.99 € 49.99

$ 62.95

Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9781455754168
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

This pocket companion offers rapid, portable access to the most
important pathology facts and concepts from Robbins and
Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 9th Edition. It distills the
key concepts and principles of pathology into a condensed, at-aglance format, making it the perfect pocket-sized reference for
quick review anytime!

$ 39.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

UNDERWOOD’S PATHOLOGY: A CLINICAL APPROACH
Simon Cross

6th edition
25-Mar-13

After a clear introduction to basic principles, this textbook
provides comprehensive coverage of disease mechanisms and
the pathology of specific disorders ordered by body system. An
unrivalled collection of clinical photographs, histopathology
images and graphics complement the clear, concise text.
ISBN 9780702046728
PRICE £ 50.99 € 59.99

$ 79.95

Student Consult

Evolve

CRASH COURSE PATHOLOGY UPDATED
Philip Xiu

4th edition
12-Jan-15

This volume clearly introduces the principles of pathology, then
goes on to examine the specific pathology of all of the major
body systems. It provides full coverage of the curriculum whilst
avoiding unnecessary and often confusing detail.
ISBN 9780723438557
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.99

Student Consult
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CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY
P. Bennett, Morris Brown, Pankaj Sharma

11th edition

MEDICAL PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS

30-Jul-12

Derek Waller, Tony Sampson

4th edition

This text is essential reading for undergraduate medical
students, junior doctors and anyone concerned with evidencebased drug therapy. The first three sections cover general
principle of clinical pharmacology, and five subsequent sections
cover drug treatment of disease organised by body system.

25-Sep-13

ISBN 9780702051807
PRICE £ 47.99 € 56.99

Providing a complete basis for learning about safe and
effective prescribing of modern medicines, this text offers all
the pharmacology a medical students will need, from basic
science pharmacology and pathophysiology through to clinical
pharmacology and therapeutics. All information is presented in
line with today’s integrated curricula.

$ 74.99

Evolve

ISBN 9780702040849
PRICE £ 50.99 € 59.99

$ 87.95

RANG & DALE’S PHARMACOLOGY
Humphrey Rang, James Ritter, Rod Flower, Graeme Henderson

8th edition

NETTER’S ILLUSTRATED PHARMACOLOGY

21-Jan-15

Robert Raffa, Scott Rawls, Elena Beyzarov

1st edition

This easy-to-read, comprehensive text continues the tradition of
excellence with new coverage of drugs affecting the skin, and the
latest information in pharmacology.

24-Oct-13

ISBN 9780323220910
PRICE £ 40.99 € 47.99

This updated edition takes a distinct visual approach to
understanding both the basic science and clinical applications
of pharmacology. Designed to be used in conjunction with
other pharmacology resources, this reference book offers a vivid,
uniquely effective visual presentation of the pharmacodynamic
relationship between drugs and the human body.

$ 62.95

Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9780702053627
PRICE £ 49.99 € 59.99

Student Consult

$ 77.99

BRODY’S HUMAN PHARMACOLOGY
Lynn Wecker, Lynn Crespo, George Dunaway, Carl Faingold,
Stephanie Watts

PHARMACOLOGY

2nd edition

George Brenner, Craig Stevens

01-Apr-09

4th edition
15-Oct-12

ISBN 9781455702824
PRICE £ 41.99 € 49.99
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Evolve

Helping students master the vital concepts in this subject and
determine how to apply them to everyday clinical problemsolving and decision-making, this concise yet comprehensive
text clearly explains and illustrates challenging concepts. It also
helps them retain the material, from to course exams right
through to clinical practice.

$ 69.95

Student Consult

ISBN 9780323053747
PRICE £ 52.99 € 62.99

Reviewing the concepts, clinical applications and side effects
of pharmacology, this text emphasises practical applications
of the material. A consistent style of writing, combined with
more focused content, helps your students to better master the
essentials.

$ 84.95

Student Consult

Evolve

Evolve
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CRASH COURSE: PHARMACOLOGY UPDATED
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THE UNOFFICIAL GUIDE TO PRESCRIBING

Elisabetta Battista

Zeshan Qureshi, Simon Maxwell

12-Jan-15

17-Feb-14

4th edition

ISBN 9780723438519
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

This book takes the reader through the fundamental principles
of pharmacology in a comprehensive yet concise format.
The molecular basis of pharmacology, drugs and receptors,
pharmacokinetics and drug interactions are all considered,
along with the inclusion of the latest drug guidelines and
recommendations.

$ 44.99

Student Consult

PASS THE SITUATIONAL JUDGEMENT TEST

1st edition

ISBN 9780702055201
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

This text is written by junior doctors still close to the transition
from theory to practice, overseen by a review panel of senior
clinicians to ensure accuracy, and designed to help medical
students practise and learn as much as possible about
prescribing, in actual clinical scenarios, before they have to do it
for real.

$ 42.95

THE TOP 100 DRUGS

Cameron Green, Aaron Braddy, C Michael Roberts

Andrew Hitchings, Dagan Lonsdale, Daniel Burrage, Emma
Baker

1st edition

1st edition

05-Nov-15

02-May-14

A one-stop guide to the Situational Judgement Test written by
Foundation Years doctors who have recently sat and passed
it. This text summarises candidate information about the SJT,
including GMC guidelines, documents, and relevant legislation,
and full referencing.
ISBN 9780702067006
PRICE £ 19.99 € 24.99

$ 31.99

Student Consult

ISBN 9780702055164
PRICE £ 15.99 € 19.99

$ 25.95

A direct response to requests from students for a compendium
of the 100 most important drugs in the NHS, this text contains
key information about the clinical pharmacology and practical
prescribing of each drug. This information is presented sideby-side, allowing your students to direct their attention as
appropriate for their stage of training.
Student Consult

PASS THE PSA
Will Brown, Kevin Loudon, James Fisher, Laura Marsland

1st edition
13-Feb-14

ISBN 9780702055188
PRICE £ 32.99 € 39.99
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Drug prescribing is one of the most important parts of clinical
practice, yet it remains one of the most commonly failed
components of undergraduate assessments, and accounts for
an uncomfortably high proportion of medical errors. This text is
written specifically for the Prescribing Safety Assessment exam,
with one chapter dedicated to each PSA section.

$ 51.95
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POCKET COMPANION TO GUYTON AND HALL TEXTBOOK OF
MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY

PHYSIOLOGY

John Hall

PHYSIOLOGY

13th edition
10-Jul-15

Linda Costanzo

5th edition
29-Jul-13

This text offers a comprehensive overview of core physiologic
concepts at the organ system and cellular level and presents
information in a short, simple, and focused manner, making it
an ideal combination of textbook and review guide.
ISBN 9781455708475
PRICE £ 38.99 € 45.99

$ 62.95

Student Consult

Evolve

ISBN 9781455770069
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

All of the essential information your students need from the
world’s foremost medical physiology textbook is contained
in this pocket-sized book. This companion text reflects the
structure and content of the larger volume, helping your
students recall and easily review the most essential, need-toknow concepts in physiology.

$ 39.99

Student Consult

BERNE & LEVY: PHYSIOLOGY
Bruce Koeppen, Bruce Stanton

MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY

6th edition
21-Dec-09

Walter Boron, Emile Boulpaep

3rd edition
05-May-16

This updated textbook is known for its unparalleled depth of
information, equipping students with a solid foundation for a
future in medicine and healthcare, and providing clinical and
research professionals with a reliable go-to reference.
ISBN 9781455743773
PRICE £ 76.99 € 90.99

$ 119.99

NEW EDITION

Student Consult

Evolve

This honed and shortened edition of the text emphasises the
core information needed by students of physiology today.
Artwork and a full-colour design enhances readability and
enriches your students’ comprehension of every concept.
ISBN 9780323073622
PRICE £ 71.99 € 84.99

$ 119

Student Consult

Evolve

CRASH COURSE: PHYSIOLOGY
Mohammad Shahid, Ayesha Nunhuck

GUYTON AND HALL TEXTBOOK OF MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY

1st edition
30-Jul-08

John Hall

13th edition
03-Jun-15

This clear and comprehensive guide is written with a consistent,
single-author voice, and focuses on the content most relevant
to clinical and pre-clinical students. The detailed but lucid text
is complemented by didactic illustrations that summarise key
concepts in physiology and pathophysiology.
ISBN 9781455770052
PRICE £ 76.99 € 87.99
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$ 124.99

Student Consult

ISBN 9780723433880
PRICE £ 24.99 € 30.99

$ 43.95

Covering all aspects of the syllabus, Crash Course: Physiology
offers your students a fast way to recap on what they need to
know to get through the exams with ease. Styled in an easy-to
follow, readily accessible format, this book is prepared by senior
medical students and junior doctors under faculty supervision,
which gives your students the correct level of information,
perfectly tailored to current curricula requirements.

Evolve
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GUYTON AND HALL PHYSIOLOGY REVIEW
John Hall

3rd edition
13-Jul-15

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRY
Lesley Stevens, Ian Rodin

2nd edition

The Guyton and Hall Physiology Review is the ideal way for
your students to prepare for class exams. With more than 1,000
board-style questions and answers, it allows your students
to test their knowledge of the most essential, need-to-know
concepts in physiology.
ISBN 9781455770076
PRICE £ 25.99 € 30.99

$ 39.99

12-Nov-10

2011 BMA Medical Book Awards: 1st Prize Award Winner in the
Student Textbook category!

Student Consult

ISBN 9780702033964
PRICE £ 28.99 € 33.99

$ 49.95

This innovative resource provides a highly visual introduction
to the basic principles and practice of psychiatry. Each topic is
covered in a single two-page unit to make reference and study
easy and effective.

TEXTBOOK OF PSYCHIATRY
Basant Puri, I. Treasaden

3rd edition
31-May-11

An introductory textbook on the subject of psychiatry, this book
is tailored to the learning needs of those entering the discipline
for the first time. Particularly suitable for medical students, this
book will also act as a primer for post-graduates first entering
the speciality with a view to a long-term career in the discipline.
ISBN 9780702031571
PRICE £ 42.99 € 52.99

$ 64.95

CRASH COURSE: PSYCHIATRY UPDATED
Katy Marwick, Steven Birrell

4th edition
12-Jan-15

Ideal both as a revision aid and for preparation for work in A&E,
the wards, clinics or GP surgeries, this book is full of practical
hints and tips which will inspire confidence and to guide your
students towards systematic assessments, rational diagnoses
and evidence-based management plans.
ISBN 9780723438632
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.99

Student Consult
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PSYCHIATRIC DRUGS EXPLAINED
David Healy

6th edition
06-Apr-16

MEDICAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE 2016

RESEARCH
CRASH COURSE: EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE, RESEARCH AND
WRITING MEDICAL PAPERS UPDATED
Amit Kaura

This textbook offers a wealth of information in an easy-to-use
format, organised by disorder. Providing a comprehensive
review of drug effects, actions and side-effects, this fully updated
new edition covers the latest drugs on the market, and explores
changes in prescribing practice.
ISBN 9780702045080
PRICE £ 25.99 € 31.99

$ 41.95

1st edition
12-Jan-15

This essential recent addition to the series clearly brings together
the related disciplines of evidence-based medicine, statistics,
critical appraisal and clinical audit. It starts with the basics that
every student needs to know and continues into sufficient detail
to satisfy anyone contemplating their own research studies.

NEW EDITION

ISBN 9780723438694
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99
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$ 44.99

Student Consult
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RESPIRATORY MEDICINE

SURGERY

CHEST X-RAY MADE EASY

EAR, NOSE AND THROAT AND HEAD AND NECK SURGERY:
AN ILLUSTRATED COLOUR TEXT

Jonathan Corne, Maruti Kumaran

R Dhillon, C. East

4th edition

4th edition

21-Aug-15

11-Jan-13

This popular guide to the examination and interpretation of
chest radiographs is an invaluable aid for medical students,
junior doctors, nurses, physiotherapists and radiographers.

ISBN 9780702054990
PRICE £ 23.99 € 29.99

This book offers a quick and easy resource for medical students
wanting to improve their knowledge in this area, as well as to
practising graduates encountering ENT issues in their clinical
practice.

Student Consult

ISBN 9780702044199
PRICE £ 31.99 € 37.99

$ 38.99

CRASH COURSE: RESPIRATORY SYSTEM UPDATED

$ 54.95

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY

Sarah Hickin, James Renshaw, Rachel Williams

O. James Garden, Andrew Bradbury, John Forsythe,
Rowan W Parks

2nd edition

6th edition

12-Jan-15

ISBN 9780723438618
PRICE £ 27.99 € 33.99

This volume in the essential area of respiratory medicine
provides a coherent journey from basic science to clinical
assessment and finally respiratory pathology. The careful
inclusion of cross-referencing and the very latest guidelines will
enable your students to quickly link the key aspects of science
and clinical medicine in an evidence-based manner.

$ 44.99

Student Consult

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

28-May-12

ISBN 9780702043161
PRICE £ 46.99 € 54.99

This comprehensive textbook guides surgical students and trainees
through key core surgical topics that will be encountered both
through an integrated medical curriculum as well as subsequent
clinical practice.

$ 95.95

CLINICAL SURGERY

Andrew Davies, Carl Moores

Michael Henry, Jeremy Thompson

12-Apr-10

13-Feb-12

2nd edition

3rd edition

Part of the popular Systems of the Body series, this fullyintegrated textbook on the respiratory system encompasses the
related anatomy, physiology and biochemistry, all presented in a
clinically relevant context.
ISBN 9780702033704
PRICE £ 32.99 € 40.99

$ 49.99

ISBN 9780702030703
PRICE £ 46.99 € 54.99

$ 79.95

A comprehensive and attractively-presented four-colour textbook
of surgery aimed primarily at medical students that is also of
use to junior doctors and surgical technicians. The book has two
key features: firstly, it provides students with coverage of every
aspect of surgery; secondly, it has been designed and written
to be the ‘surgical companion’ to Kumar & Clark’s Clinical
Medicine.
Student Consult
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CRASH COURSE: SELF ASSESSMENT IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY
Neel Sharma

1st edition
10-Aug-09

ISBN 9780723435105
PRICE £ 24.99 € 30.99

The book employs a user-friendly, easy-to-follow, practical
format that focuses on the diagnosis and management of
realistic and frequent clinical problems faced by medical
students and house officers in their initial years on the wards.
It empowers medics with functional and effective working
knowledge and reasoning skills.

STUDENT CONSULT AND EVOLVE

MULTIMEDIA LEARNING RESOURCES

$ 59.95

Did you notice?
CRASH COURSE: OSCES IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY
Aneel Bhangu

1st edition
24-Nov-08

ISBN 9780723434061
PRICE £ 24.99 € 30.99

$ 26.95

This guide covers the core part of the modern OSCE
assessments from the first year of medical school through to
finals. Designed as a “dip-in” guide to help students perfect
their skills, this textbook contains over 50 “stations” grouped
by body system, each covering its history, examination, special
requirements, data interpretation, and practical skills such as
preparing discharge summaries.

CRASH COURSE: SURGERY
Angeliki Kontoyannis, Helen Sweetland

Many of our textbooks are equipped
with additional multimedia learning
resources.
Student Consult helps your students
get the most out of their textbooks,
while Evolve provides you with
additional content and features to
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